
Echoes of the Warsaw Ghetto
In Gaza and the West Bank
by Dean Andromidas

EIR on Feb. 8 reported the shocking admission, first revealed at Sabra and Chatila in 1982, the IDF operations continue and
the casualties increase.in the Jerusalem daily Ha’aretz on Jan. 31, that the Israeli

Defense Forces (IDF) were studying the operational tactics The study of the notorious “Stroop Report” would have
been necessary, because no military establishment which con-used by the Nazis to destroy the Warsaw Ghetto in April-May

1943. The IDF is now applying these “ lessons” in its brutal siders itself civilized has attacked a refugee camp; thus the
lack of “operational literature.” The only other documentaryattacks begun on Feb. 28 on two Palestinian refugee camps

in the West Bank and a third in the Gaza Strip. As of this evidence would be Sharon’s own after-action reports follow-
ing the Sabra and Chatila masscres, but these are still “ topwriting, these operations continue. Over 40 Palestinian men,

women, and children have been killed and hundreds wounded secret.” No doubt fearing the prospect of facing a war crimes
tribunal, at least two senior IDF commanders refused to sup-in a matter of days; and Palestinian attacks on Israeli soldiers

and civilians escalated as well. port this current operation, citing danger of a massacre, and
its dubious prospect for stopping “Palestinian terror.”The attack on the camps signifies that Israeli Prime Minis-

ter Ariel Sharon—who gained notoriety in the 1982 liquida- The Balata camp is just outside of the West Bank city of
Nablus, and is home to 30,000 Palestinians living in an areation of thousands Palestinians in the Sabra and Chatila refugee

camps in Lebanon—has crossed the red line and is willing to no more then 500 meters square. It is where the Intifada (“up-
rising” ) began on the West Bank in 1987, and where the cur-resort to a mass murder to crush Palestinian resistance. If the

lack of international outcry, especially from the United States, rent hostilities began in the Fall of 2000. The Nar A-Shams
camp, outside of the West Bank city of Jenine, is of similarcontinues, Sharon or his successor may go for a “fi nal so-

lution.” density, with 17,000 souls.
In his Warsaw report, SS General Stroop described hisBut rather then crushing resistance, the conflict, on the

ground and in the minds of the Palestinians, is taking on the mission to crush the Jewish resistance fighters, calling them
“ terrorists” and “bandits.” The IDF described its mission,form of a national liberation movement with the same fanati-

cal resistance as those of Vietnam and Algeria. On the other which also involved knocking down homes in the camps, as
eliminating the “ terrorist infrastructure,” while calling thehand, there is an awakening within broader numbers of Israe-

lis, to the fact they can no longer tolerate becoming accom- Palestinian fighters in these camps, “ terrorists” and “gangs.”
Like Stroop, the IDF first surrounded the camp with tanks andplices to war crimes, on the one hand, or victims of brutal

attacks by a people fighting for national rights, on the other. armored personnel carriers and used bulldozers to cut broad,
deep ditches across the roadways leading into the camps,More and more Israelis are seeing themselves in light of the

French colonialists during the Algerian War or the Americans severing the water mains in the process. Avoiding Stroop’s
1943 mistake in his first costly assault wave through the mainduring Vietnam.
streets, the IDF did not launch its assault through the narrow
alleyways of the dense camps, but entered through the cor-Nazi Gen. Jürgen Stroop Lives

The IDF launched coordinated attacks against the Balata ners, by using engineering troops to cut through the walls of
houses, going from house to house. The homes were filledand Nar A-Shams refugee camps on Feb. 28, exactly four

weeks after Ha’aretz reported that the IDF was studying the with terrified woman, children, and old people, since most
Palestinian fighters had left. When the waves of IDF troops“operational lessons” of how the Nazi SS units crushed the

Jewish resistance in the Warsaw Ghetto—a fact nonchalantly withdrew from Balata, the fighters returned.
As Stroop had stressed dismantling the weapons factoriesacknowledged on March 3 by Sharon’s spokesman Ra’anan

Gissen. The planning and execution of assaults at Balata and operating in the Warsaw Ghetto which used Jewish labor, and
also provided the Jewish resistance with its weapons, so thethe other Palestinian camps may have followed study of the

after-action report of SS Warsaw commander, Brigadeführer IDF spoke of capturing “weapons factories” in Balata that
produce improvised rockets and explosives. In another mis-Jürgen Stroop. Although the death rate, so far, is far fewer

than the 2,000 massacred when Sharon was Defense Minister sion approach adopted from Stroop, the IDF also sought out
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combat in the Balata refugee camp raised the morale, because
we feel that this battle has a purpose. . . . Every soldier has a
mission to sweep through this village house by house. It is
more satisfying.”

Balata is a refugee camp, not an “ impregnable” fortress.
The actual terror of these attacks was dramatically captured
by Ha’aretz correspondent Amira Hass, based on interviews
with Palestinians and IDF soldiers alike.

“They were afraid when the companies of soldiers ‘came
in through the closet’ after cutting a hole in the wall. . . . They
were afraid when the soldiers blew up a suspicious car at night
in a narrow road surrounded by houses . . . and when the
soldiers ordered the dozens of families who lived along the
narrow road to leave their homes because there was going to
be an explosion. . . . And for a few minutes, the two explosions
created a shared sense of fear. A few seconds before the first
blast . . . a group of crouching soldiers ran from alley to alley,
with weapons drawn. Anyone who was close enough to see
their faces could see the fear and panic in their eyes. They
were trying to move the dozens of frightened people as far
away as posssible from the explosion, people who had no idea
where to run. . . . It was clear the soldiers were afraid for their
lives and also afraid that innocent people would be killed as
a result of the explosion.”

Israel military historian Martin van Crefeld was quoted
in the press warning that as Israeli tactics become more brutal,
they will backfire. “ If you do it once, it is a crime, but at least
it is over. We are committing an endless series of crimes, day
by day, night by night, against the unarmed, against the young,
against the pregnant. Even when the Palestinians are armed,
they are still just poor fellows. Armies collapse when they

A soldier in the Israeli Defense Forces during the IDF operation to can no longer look theselves in the face.”“destroy all resistance” in the Palestinian refugee camp at Balata
This operation was planned for mid-February and had noon the West Bank, on March 2.

security purpose at all. The talk of going after the “ terrorist
infrastructure” was simply a lie. According to reporter Amir
Oren in Ha’aretz, “As in many IDF operations, the purpose
is to strike a blow at the Palestinian consciousness, moresecret underground bunkers used as hideouts by the Hamas

fighters. than at real assests.” Chief of Staff Gen. Shaul Mofaz was
reportedly furious that the operation was delayed for two
weeks, because he wanted to achieve “a decisive victory”‘Fulfilling Their Duty’?

An article in the March 3 Jerusalem Post quoted the IDF against the Palestinians. One reason for the delay until Feb.
28, Oren points out, is that this was the 48th anniversary ofcommander and soldiers involved in the operation, whose

remarks were a disturbing echo of Stroop’s triumphal final the infamous 1955 “Black Arrow” operation commanded by
one Lt. Col. Ariel Sharon. This was a bloody attack on thereport, “The Warsaw Ghetto Is No More!” In it, Stroop said

that his SS troops “ fulfilled their duty indefatigably in faithful Palestinian refugee camps in the Gaza Strip, then part of
Egypt. That raid made Egyptian President Gamal Abdel Nas-comradeship and stood togther as models and examples of

soldiers.” Said IDF paratroop commander Aviv Kohavi, ser decide to seek military aid from the Soviet Union.
“This place called Balata, which appeared impregnable . . .
has no more resistance. You can sense a surrender even if Two Kinds of Resistance

The most extraordinary aspect of the Palestinian resis-there wasn’ t a collective decision by the commanders in the
camp. The tiger known as Balata has turned out to be a pussy tance after the camps were attacked, was not the suicide

bombings, despite their toll of Israeli civilians, but the killingcat. . . . There isn’ t a place in the camp where our forces did
not set foot. The message is clear. IDF forces will get to all of seven soldiers and three civilians at an Israeli roadblock by

a lone Palestinian sniper. The highly professional attacksources of terror.” Another IDF paratrooper gloated, “The
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lasted for over 25 minutes, and the IDF rescue party did not
arrive for 28 minutes, long after the gunman had fled the
scene. This failure would raise alarm bells for any commander
who considered his army professional and motivated.

Sharon’s response to his own failure to protect the lives Egypt Urges Bush To
of Israelis was to call for more punishment of the Palestinian
people. Speaking in the Knesset (parliament), he told journal- Restrain Israel’s Sharon
ists that the Palestinians “must be dealt a heavy blow, which
will come from every direction. Anyone wishing to conduct by William Jones
negotiations with the Palestinians must first hit them hard. . . .
If it is not made clear to them that they are overpowered, we

Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak, on a visit to the Unitedwill be unable to return to negotiations.”
Sharon’s security cabinet, which only rubberstamps what States on March 4-6, urged the Bush Administration to inter-

vene directly into the rapidly deteriorating Middle East situa-he and his generals decide, approved “continuous military
operations,” the first of which was a return to the refugee tion before it is too late. But, President George Bush’s re-

sponse is proceeding very slowly.camps, this time simply to fire tank shells indiscriminately
into the camp. Other, more deadly retaliations were carried After the ferment generated by the peace proposal by

Saudi Crown Prince Abdullah, which appeared in the Feb.out against Gaza Strip refugee camps, and throughout the
West Bank. The bloodletting and brutality on both sides has 17 New York Times, proposing Arab nations be willing to

normalize relations with Israel in return for Israel’s with-only increased.
This carnage can be stopped only with the active interven- drawal to its 1967 borders, the Egyptian President hoped to

use his visit to bring the necessary weight of the United Statestion of the Presidency of the United States. In addition, there
is also increasing resistance within Israel, to the war policy to bear behind this new initiative. In addition, President Mu-

barak has offered to sponsor an Israeli-Palestinian summit atof Sharon and the IDF generals. In the midst of this most
brutal of weeks, a new Israeli peace organization was formed, Sharm el-Sheikh, Egypt.

Speaking at a joint appearance with President Mubarak atcalled “The Seventh Day Movement,” which is calling for
full withdrawal from the territories occupied in the Six-Day the White House on March 5 after their meeting, President

Bush gave his most unqualified endorsement to date of theWar in June 1967. It is an outgrowth of the famous Four
Mothers Movement, which was launched in 1997, and called Abdullah proposal, and of President Mubarak’s proposal, but

without indicating any action the administration might takefor the withdrawal from southern Lebanon, a goal that was
eventually achieved. The new movement, which has gener- to pressure Israeli Prime Minister Ariel Sharon to come to the

negotiating table. “Our government supports efforts to createated a great deal of excitement in peace circles, hopes to
become bigger and much more effective, especially now that and lay out a vision for a more peaceful tomorrow,” Bush said.

“And so I appreciate the efforts of both [Saudi and Egyptian]the peace movement has started to reemerge from its many
months of demoralization. leaders, and I applaud those efforts of those willing to explore

the opportunity.”Nonetheless, the most significant development continues
to be the “Combatants Letter 2002,” signed by 314—as of Bush also reiterated his support for the creation of a Pales-

tinian state. “My country has set forth a goal, which I statedthis writing—reserve soldiers and officers, declaring their
refusal to commit war crimes by serving in the occupied terri- last November at the United Nations: We’ re committed to

two states—Israel and Palestine—living peacefully togethertories. Over 25% of the Israeli population now support their
right to resist. within secure and recognized borders,” he said. “We stand

ready to return General Zinni to the region, when appro-Michael Ben-Yair, who served as Attorney General under
slain Prime Minister Yitzhak Rabin, wrote a commentary in priate.”
strong support of the soldiers’ right to break the law by refus-
ing to serve in the territories. Ben-Yair wrote, “ In their eyes, Sharon’s Sabotage

At the same time, President Bush intoned the administra-the occupation regime is evil and military service in the occu-
pied territories is evil. In their eyes, military service in the tion mantra that Palestinian Authority President Yasser Ara-

fat has to do more to stem the violence. “The United Statesoccupied territories, which places soldiers in situations forc-
ing them to commit immoral acts, is evil, and according to also believes that this goal is only possible if there is a

maximum effort to end violence throughout the region, start-their conscience they cannot be party to such acts. Thus, their
refusal to serve is an act of conscience that is justified and ing with Palestinian efforts to stop attacks against Israelis.”

The administration seems not to have realized that suchrecognized in every democratic regime. History’s verdict will
be that their refusal was the act that restored our moral demands, in light of Sharon’s war against Arafat, have really

lost any meaning. This was underlined by Nabil Osman, thebackbone.”
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